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Chances RimRock 

COVID 19 Response Procedures 

 

 
1.0 Purpose  

All employees of Chances RimRock goals are to provide a safe a healthy workplace 

environment. One of our concerns is the spread of pathogens, viruses and other infectious 

contagions in the workplace. The following procedure outlines RimRock goals, 

expectations and minimum standards for protection of team members on site from the 

COVID 19 pandemic.  

 

2.0 Scope 

This work instruction shall apply to all Employees within the Chances RimRock facility. 

 

3.0 Definitions  

3.1 Non N-95 Mask- This is a mask that team members may be required to wear that 

does not offer the wearer any measurable protection for the COVID 19 virus. This 

includes medical masks, homemade or purchased fabric masks or other facial 

coverings. 

 

4.0 Responsibilities 

5.1 Supervisor (or acting supervisor) 

5.1.1 Ensures that these procedures are adhered to by all staff. 

 

5 Hand Washing 

 

5.1 Hand washing is extremely important during this current outbreak of COVID 19. All 

team members will be expected to wash their hands regularly including: 

 

5.1.4 When entering a shared breakroom or rest space 

 

5.1.5 When first arriving to work 

 

5.1.6 Prior to leaving for the day 
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5.1.7 After using a shared piece of equipment or tool that the team member(s) 

hasn’t personally previously sanitized and had in their possession.  

 

5.1.8 After touching respiratory protection  

 

5.1.9 Any time a possible exposure has occurred. 

 

5.2 Currently the best method for cleaning hands for COVID 19 exposure is washing 

with warm water and soap. 

 

5.3 Correct hand washing practices is be pictured below: 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.4 Workers must each wash their hands for a minimum of 20 seconds while following 

the above steps for hand washing. 

 

5.5 Where soap and water are not available hand sanitizer will he required.  

 

5.5.4 RimRock is striving to maintain a supply of this product which is limited 

right now.  

 

5.5.5 All hand sanitizer must have an ethyl alcohol content greater than 70% in 

order to be effective. 

 

5.5.6 Workers should follow the same handwashing producers as when using 

soap and keep washing until the sanitizer has fully evaporated.  

 

6 Share Tools and Equipment 

 

6.1 During all team members shifts there will be times that equipment and or tools will 

be shared. As such it will need to be cleaned before and after use. 

 

6.2 If the tool is going to be used by a single team member through the entire shift, it 

can be cleaned only at the start and finish. 

 

6.3 Workers will wipe all equipment and tools down thoroughly using supplied 

sanitizing wipes, or other recognized sanitizing chemicals. 
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6.4 Worker must follow manufactures instructions when completing this process, some 

spray chemicals require there to be a timed exposure to ensure sanitization. 

 

7 Social Distancing in the Workplace 

 

7.1 Food & Beverage:  

 

7.1.2    Directional Signage in place (guest area and back of house) to maintain an     

optimal movement of guests and staff members.  

 

                       7.1.3    Social distancing floor signs in place to remind our guest to keep a safe 6-       

foot distance. 

 

7.1.4 Removed Tables and Chairs in the lounge and dining room to ensure there 

is two metres spacing between tables. Places where it is not feasible, we 

have removed all seating and put signs not to be used to maintain social 

distancing. 

  

7.1.5 All Lounge seating has been removed and will be used for dining guest so 

we can easily maintain social distancing. Seating capacity is now 

reduced to 60 guests from 242.   

 

    7.1.6    Patio is spaced out to seat half the number of guests, our primary goal will        

be for our guest to use outside seating area. Seating capacity is now 

reduced to 20 from 50 guests.   

 

7.2 Team members must make every effort to maintain a safe distance between 

themselves and their teammates.  

 

7.3 RimRock understands that a safe social distance may always not be possible through 

the shift. We have staggered start times and have limited the number of staff 

members on each shift to maintain social distancing as much as possible.  

 

7.2.1. All personnel at Chances RimRock will wear face coverings, including SP 

and BCLC employees, GSA’s, vendors, contractors and other government 

employees. Areas outside of the gaming floor where personal interactions 

can/will occur will be addressed by the SPs in order to cover the unique 

set up each site has. Guidelines will be determined by the SPs for storage, 

disposal and cleaning of face coverings to ensure best practices are in 

place. 

 

7.4 Breakrooms and shared rest spaces will be used in a limited capacity 

 

7.4.4 Workers will not remain in the space for more than is needed, actions such 

as warming up meals, getting stored food, getting water, or washing 

hands. Team member(s) will first wipe all shared items such as tables, 

chairs, coffee machines, microwaves etc., down prior to any use. 
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7.4.5 Breaks and mealtimes will occur in team members personal vehicle.  

 

7.4.6 If a team member does not have a personal vehicle, they may take their 

break in the bingo hall at a specified table. Sanitizing procedures will be as 

outlined below. Only one person will be permitted in the bingo hall at any 

given time. 

 

7.4.7 Team member will then wash their hands and start their break 

 

7.4.8 When break is over team member will again wipe all shared items down 

prior to returning to work. 

 

8 Mask Use Expectations and Procedures  

 

8.1 Unlike a normal respiratory protection plan or code of practice RimRock will be 

requiring team members to wear respiratory protection to prevent personal spread of 

COVID 19, rather than for personal protection.  

 

8.1.4 Standard respiratory protection plans, or codes of practice are designed to 

prevent a worker from personal exposure to specific gases, chemicals, 

solids or other substances. 

 

8.1.5 This code of practice is meant to protect team members from creating a 

potential exposure or creating a situation where COVID 19 could be 

spread.  

 

8.1.6 This code or practice is designed to reduce opportunities for team 

members to touch their own face while completing work for RimRock. 

 

8.1.7 This code of practice is not meant to prescribe or describe the use of non 

PPE to protect any given team member from inhaling a COVID 19. 

 

8.2 All RimRock team members will be required to wear supplied respiratory gear while 

working.   

 

8.2.4 Non N-95 masks that will be provided by Chances RimRock include, 

medical style masks, fabric or cloth masks/bandanas.  

 

8.2.4.1 These masks will not be considered PPE as no measurable personal 

protection can be guaranteed.  

 

8.2.4.2 These masks are worn to limit the chances that the wearer could 

spread a virus rather than protecting the worker from a potential 

exposure.  

 

8.2.4.3 Please follow all mask wearing procedures for these masks and 

wash your hands before or after touching the mask.  
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8.2.4.4 These masks may have different procedures or expectations for 

how to be put on and worn, please refer to manufactures 

instructions before wearing when differences exist.  

 

8.3 Team members must wear all respiratory protection as per manufactures 

instructions. 

 

8.3.4 All straps, tethers, elastic bands must be in place. For example, if the mask 

has 2 elastic strips to secure it in place both must be used. 

 

8.3.5 Masks that have a metal nose piece must be bent in order to form a seal 

around the bridge of the team members nose. 

 

8.3.6 Exceptions to manufactures rules: 

 

8.3.6.1 Manufactures require that team members be clean shaven in order 

to ensure a correct seal to the face. As these masks will be worn to 

prevent the wearer from spreading the viruses rather than prevent 

exposure workers will be allowed to wear a mask with a beard.  

 

8.3.6.2 Important Note: 

 

Team Members who chose to wear a respiratory protection during 

this period while wearing a beard must understand all risks. While 

the mask will help protect team members from something wearer 

could spread, the mask will offer the team member at best minimal 

protection against any air born contagions. As a correct seal will 

not be possible, the mask will not be effective as personal 

protective equipment. 

8.4 Donning or removing the mask must be completed by following these steps. 

 

8.4.4 Prior to placing a mask on their face team members must first wash their 

hands thoroughly for greater than 20 seconds. Dry your hands toughly 

before touching the mask. 
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8.4.5 Cup the mask in one hand and place it over your mouth and nose. Place 

the mask in the palm of your hand so that the straps face the floor. Set it 

over your nose and mouth with the nosepiece fitting over the bridge of 

your nose. The bottom should go just under your chin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4.6 Pull the bottom and top straps over your head. If your mask has two straps, 

pull the bottom one over your head and secure it around your neck, just 

under your ears. Continue to hold the mask tightly against your face with 

the other hand. Then, pull the top strap over and set it above your ear 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4.7 Mold the nose piece around the bridge of your nose. Set your first 2 

fingertips on either side of the metal nose clip at the top of your mask. Run 

your fingers down both sides of the strip, molding it along the bridge of 

your nose. 

  

8.4.7.1 If your mask doesn’t have a nosepiece, simply make sure the fit is 

tight and snug around your nose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4.8 Checking the Seal and Removing Your Mask 
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8.4.8.1 Set both hands against the mask and take a breath to make sure that 

it seals against your face.  

 

8.4.8.2 Exhale, feeling for any leakage from the nosepiece or around the 

edges. If you feel air leaking from the nose area, re-mold the 

nosepiece. If it’s coming from the edges of the mask, adjust the 

placement of the straps on the sides of your head. 

 

8.4.8.3 If your mask still isn’t completely sealed, ask, for a different size 

or model. 

 

8.4.9 Remove your mask by pulling the straps over the top of your head 

 

8.4.9.1 Without touching the front of the mask, pull the bottom strap over 

your head. Let it hang down over your chest. Then, pull the top 

strap over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4.9.2 You can either throw the mask away or store it in a clean, sealed 

container or bag. 

 

8.4.9.3 Avoid touching the mask itself, as it might be contaminated. 

 

8.4.9.4 Immediately wash your hands following proper hand washing 

expectations and for greater than 20 seconds. 

 

8.5 Re-wear your mask as long as it stays dry and fits tightly. If you’re using the mask 

to protect from environmental hazards and it hasn’t come into contact with harmful 

germs, it should be fine to wear again. Test the seal of your mask each time you put 

it on to make sure it still fits snugly. Store your mask in a clean, sealed container or 

bag and make sure it doesn’t get bent out of shape by surrounding objects. 

 

8.6 Workers wearing non N-95 protection will dispose of all disposable paper masks 

after use, these cannot be sanitized.  

 

8.7 All fabric-based masks must be washed by the user, this should either be done by 

washing it with other potentially exposed clothing in a washing machine. Or, by 

hand washing in a sink with warm soapy water. If washing by hand unsure all parts 

of the mask are thoroughly scrubbed to ensure any exposure has been removed.  
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Janitorial 
 

9 Purpose 

 

         To set forth the district plan for cleaning buildings to prevent the spread of disease. 

 

10 Objective 

 

 Prevent the spread of disease to staff and community members through frequent, effective 

and safe cleaning and disinfecting procedures 

 

11 Product 

 

Peroxide Multi-Surface Cleaner and Disinfectant 

 

11.1    DIN: 0241 2314 

 

12 Areas with increased cleaning schedule to once every 1 – 1.5 hours during building open 

hours. (High Touch Surfaces) 

 

12.1   Door handles/ door plates/ area surrounding 

 

12.2   Light switches 

 

12.3   Keypads 

 

12.4   Sink taps/ handles 

 

12.5   Arms of chairs 

 

12.6   Railings/Top of half wall 

 

12.7   Trash can lid 

 

12.8   Tabletops 

 

12.9   Hand sanitizer stations 

 

12.10 Face of ATM and vending machines 

12.11 Restaurant debit machines and counter area 

 

12.12 Comment box 

 

12.13 Wheelchair handle and arms 

 

12.14 Fridge handle 
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12.15 Face of coffee machines and microwave 

 

12.16 Grab bar in washrooms 

 

12.17 Sanitary napkin bin lid 

 

12.18 Phone at Restaurant 

 

12.19 Staff room locks 

 

12.20 Inner handle of all exterior doors 

 

12.21 Freezer Handles 

 

12.22 Meals on Wheels (MoW) door exit 

 

12.23 Fuse box exterior in kitchen 

 

12.24 Empty trolleys 

 

12.25 Sinks in kitchen and hand towel dispensers 

 

12.26 Surfaces will be cleaned with Peroxide multi-surface disinfectant cleaner and   

                        provided cloths. Use a clean cloth for every segment of the building (staff area,  

                        restaurant, and kitchen). 

 

13 Wash hands before starting sanitation. Wearing nitrile gloves, go over each hard surface 

using a damp cloth. When done sanitizing a specific segment of the building immediately 

dispose of the cloth in a cloth laundry bag located in Bingo. 

 

14 Proceed to clean each area carefully and mindfully of all commonly touched areas. Swap to 

new gloves when entering to clean the kitchen, behind the bar and  

        once you are done and have disposed of the cloth remove your gloves and throw them   

        away in the garbage next to the laundry bag followed by hand sanitizer. 

 

 

Food Service Back of House 
 

15 All Back of House Employee will ensure to  

 

15.1 Facial mask is on (2 sets will be provided by Chances RimRock) 

 

15.2 Wash hands before and after shift and every 30 minutes.  

 

15.3 Change into new uniforms supplied by Canadian Linen. 
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15.4 Have a pair of dedicated work shoes 

 

15.5 Use your dedicated utensils  
 

16 Dish machine 
 

16.1 Check drain for blockages and clear if needed. Remove and scrap accumulation tray 

and scrub clean. 

 

16.2 Unscrew was arm and end caps. Flush under running water and clean nozzles with 

toothpick. Remove any soil inside prewash tank using a brush, water and soap. 

 

16.3 Ensure Super Trump Detergent and Ultra Dry line are connected to appropriate 

dispensers. 

 

16.4 Power on machine, allow machine to fill and reach temperature. Run a rack through 

the machine. 
 

17 Flatware 

 

17.1  Fill presoak tub with hot water. Change solution when water cools or is dirty. 

 

17.2 Sort dirty flatware and place in presoak solution for 20-30 mins. 

 

17.3 Remove flatware and place single layer on an open rack. Rinse off excess food. 

 

17.4 Transfer flatware to basket handles down and run through machine for its second 

run. 

 

17.5 Shake off excess water to allow cool down while air drying. Transfer to empty 

basket handles up. Do not touch eating ends of flatware to ensure it remains sanitary. 

 

18 Plates and Tableware 

 

18.1 When sorting soiled dishware place flatware in separate bus pan or open rack. Dump 

liquids from glasses down drain and remove any excess food from tableware by 

scraping into garbage. 

 

18.2 Sort and stack same type of dish together. 

 

18.3 Spray items and load tableware of the same type and size into dishwasher rack. 

When loading different items load smaller items up front to not block spray from 

below. 

 

18.4 Remove dishes and stack now clean plates. Place all tableware in the designated spot 

to unsure it remains sanitary. 
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19 Prepare 

 

19.1 Remove excess food by hand scraping. Remove any leftover food particles in pre-

scrap sink 

 

19.2 Fill sink with personal solution. Submerge baked-on wares for 15-20 mins. 

 

19.3 Remove from soaking solution scrape loosened soil with a brush. 

 

19.4 Sort and place in racks and run through dishwasher. When complete remove and 

allow to air dry. Stack in dedicated storage area. 

 

20 Freezers and line coolers 

 

20.1 Remove all food containers and place in temporary refrigerator storage. Remove all          

shelving g and brackets. 

 

20.2 Wash rinse and sanitize all removed parts, via washing machine or manual washing. 

 

20.3 Clean interior of unit with detergent. Scrub all buildup with nylon brush or scraper. 

Rinse well with potable water. 

 

20.4 Spray surface with Multiquat and allow air dry. Pour small amount of sanitizer 

product down drain to prevent mold. 

 

20.5 Return unit to proper temperature and use peroxide multi-surface on exterior. 

 

21 Walk in refrigerator and freezer. 

 

21.1 Remove all unpacked foods and food packages from area. Clear floor of all 

moveable items including floor mats. Turn off recirculating fan. 

 

21.2 Wipe up all spills and sweep away any loose soil and debris. Use a scraper or 

abrasive pad to remove built-up deposits. 

                                                                                                      

21.3 Place out wet floor sign. Apply Multiquat directly to floor walls and shelving using 

a sponge or sprayer. Soak for time listed on product based on amount of soil and ice 

present. Mop to loosen and remove soil. 

 

21.4 Dry mop or squeegee to remove any excess liquids and wipe with a dry cloth or use 

of a vet vacuum. 

 

21.5 Once dry replace unpacked food and food packages and turn on recirculating fan. 

Ensure that the freezer handle is cleaned with a multipurpose disinfectant. 
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22 Dry Storage. 

 

22.1 Remove food from container and store in dry area away from chemical cleaners. If 

the container must be dry cleaned scrape off any adhered soil. Brush or vacuum out. 

 

22.2 Once dry replace unpacked food and food packages and turn on recirculating fan. 

Ensure that freezer handle is cleaned with a multipurpose disinfectant.  

 

22.3 Allow cleaning solution to penetrate soils and use a non-abrasive scrub or paper 

towel to loosen any remaining food.  Wipe and allow to dry completely. 

 

22.4 Spray with (food contact sanitizer) and air dry. 

 

23 Ice Machine 

 

23.1 Unplug machine and discard all ice. Replace water filter if the machine has been 

shut down for more than 4 weeks. 

 

23.2 Clean the interior of the unit with Multiquat giving special attention to the bottom, 

corners, doors, gasket, hinges, and latches. Scrub any build up with a scraper. 

 

23.3 Rinse well with clean water. And spray interior surface, scoop, and door with 

Multiquat as per label. Allow to dry. 

 

23.4 Clean disinfect exterior areas of high touch with multipurpose disinfectant. 

 

23.5 Plug in the machine and will with fresh ice. 

 

24 Stainless steel sinks 

 

24.1 Fill all sinks to low level with hot water and soap. For greasy sinks use degreaser. 

 

24.2 Scrub the inside and outside of all sinks, drain tables, splash backs with a nylon 

brush and detergent solution. 

 

24.3 Drain and rinse all sinks. Squeegee water from all flat surfaces with a clean dry 

cloth. 

 

24.4 Sanitize with Multiquat solution. If needed use stainless steel cleaner and a soft cloth 

to shine. 
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25 Walls 

 

25.1 Remove all food items from surrounding areas. Spray walls with Peroxide multi-

surface. If walls are greasy us a degreaser. Areas with heavy soil may require light 

scrubbing. 

 

25.2 Remove all food items from surrounding areas. Spray walls with Peroxide multi-

surface. If walls are greasy us a degreaser. Areas with heavy soil may require light 

scrubbing. 

 

26 Trolley/Delivery cart 

 

26.1 Pre-clean surfaces with soap and hot water. If soiled surface is greasy use a 

degreaser. 

 

26.2 Pre-clean surfaces with soap and hot water. If soiled surface is greasy use a 

degreaser. 

 

26.3 Pre-clean surfaces with soap and hot water. If soiled surface is greasy use a 

degreaser. 

 

26.4 Pre-clean surfaces with soap and hot water. If soiled surface is greasy use a 

degreaser. 

 

Food and Beverage Front of House 
 

27 After customers leave, clear tabletops and counters of all dishware, food debris and other 

items. 

 

27.1 Clean the entire surface with disinfectant. 

 

27.2 Rinse with potable water using a clean cloth and allow to air dry. Repeat on all food 

contact surfaces 

 

27.3 Sanitize tabletop/countertop using Multiquat sanitizer using a spray bottle and 

microfibre cloth (spray surface do not wipe dry). Ensure treated surfaces remain wet 

for contact time indicated on product label. Allow to air dry before returning to use. 
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28 Specific Touch Points: 

 

28.1 Dining Table 

 

28.2 Beverage Stations 

28.3 Push Plates 

 

28.4 Light switches 

 

28.5 Menus (we will be moving to a laminated version that will be easy to sanitize during    

this period) 

 

28.6 Faucets 

   

28.7 Cupboard/drawer handles 

 

28.8 Threshold and hand railings 

 

28.9 Chairs and booths 

 

28.10 Trash receptacle touch point 

 

28.11 Point of sales (iPad/Squirrel) 

 

28.12 Hostess stand 

 

28.13 Trolleys 

 

28.14 Beer Handles 

 

28.15 Pop Guns 

 

28.16 Liquor Guns 

 

29 Wicker & Leather Chairs 

 

29.1 Pre-clean visibly soiled areas. Disinfect entire surface of chairs and table legs using 

peroxide disinfectant. Pay high attention to high-touch areas such as backs/arms of 

chairs.  
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29.2 Pre-clean visibly soiled areas. Disinfect entire surface of chairs and table legs using 

peroxide disinfectant. Pay high attention to high-touch areas such as backs/arms of 

chairs.  

 

30 Serving Trays: Two sets of bar trays 

 

30.1 One by the coffee station will be used for serving only. Clean with Soap water and 

then sanitize.  

 

30.2 One by the coffee station will be used for serving only. Clean with Soap water and 

then sanitize.  

 

31 Bill Folds 

 

31.1 We will not be useing, place bills in front of the quests. 

 

32 Salt and Pepper Shakers 

 

32.1 We will replace these with one time use sachets, place 2 of each based on the 

number of guests at a table once done discard, move the container to dish pit area for 

washing and sanitizing. 

 

33 Menus 

 

33.1 We will be moving to one set of menus with drink and dessert options. This will be 

reusable that will be easy to disinfect. 

 

33.1.1 Remove any visible debris with soap water.  

 

33.1.2 Clean with a disinfectant 

 

33.1.3 Wipe with portable water 

 

34 Takeout 

 

34.1 All take outs will still be handed out from our patio on t he Cherry Creek Road side. 

 

35 Wine Service 

 

35.1 Place pre polished glasses on edge of the table ONLY touching the stem of base (if 

stemless hold the closest to bottom as possible). 

 

35.2 Ideally bottles are to be opened on a sanitized service station and NOT the guest’s 

tables. 
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35.3 Take care to cut capsule and remove cork. Cork will not be offered to host but 

disposed. 

 

35.4 Use fresh napkins to wipe bottle top. 

 

35.5 Screwcaps can be opened with a fresh napkin as a buffet between closure and the 

server’s hand. For all twist off bottles, pouring a taste for the host can be eliminated 

until further notice to avoid unnecessary touches. 

 

35.6 Decanting, if appropriate or necessary will be into a freshly cleaned decanter. 

Decanter placed on edge of table for guests to self pour. 

 

35.7 Staff should offer a first pour and then place the bottle on the table for guests to self 

pour additional pours. 

 

36 Beer Bottles 

 

36.1 When grabbing bottles from the beer fridge avoid touching the neck, use a cloth to 

grab it. 

 

37 Debit machines 

 

37.1 To be sanitized after every use. 

 

Cage 
 

38   Purpose 

 

  To set forth a plan for cleaning and sanitizing all cage employee’s work area. 

 

39 Objective 

 

To Prevent the spread of disease to staff and customers through frequent and effective 

disinfecting procedures. 

 

40 Product 

 

Peroxide Multi-Surface Cleaner and Disinfectant. 

 

DIN: 0241 2314 
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41 All Cage employees will ensure to 

 

41.1 Wash your hands when first arriving to work. 

 

41.2 Facial mask is on (2 sets will be provided by Chances RimRock) 

 

41.3 Sanitize your hands when entering the cage area 

 

41.4 Sanitize your workstation at the start of his/her shift 

 

41.5 Sanitize counter tops after each transaction 

 

41.6 Sanitize mouse and keyboard after each transaction 

 

41.7 Sanitize drawer handle after each transaction 

 

41.8 Sanitize keypad after each transaction 

 

41.9 Sanitize any shared tools needed for the job before and after using them 

 

41.10 Change your cloth every hour / hour and a half into the proper bins. 

 

41.11 Sanitize your hands when leaving the cage 

 

42    Surfaces will be cleaned with Peroxide multi-surface disinfectant cleaner and   

         provided cloths.   

42 Gloves will be provided for all staff that request them. 

 

 

Count Team 
 

43 All count team members will ensure to 

     

43.1 Facial mask is on (2 sets will be provided by Chances RimRock) 

 

43.2 Sanitize your hands when entering the count room 

 

43.3 All surfaces will be sanitized with Peroxide multi-surface disinfectant cleaner and 

provided clothes prior to the count. 
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43.4 Counting machines will be cleaned with Isopropyl Alcohol USP, 70% using clothes 

provided prior to the count 

 

43.5 Sanitize any shared tools needed for the job before and after using them 

 

43.6 Sanitize keyboard and mouse  

 

43.7 Sanitize the handle of the cassette prior to putting it back onto the cart. 

 

44 Sanitize all surfaces prior to leaving the room including the counting machine touch points 

with the proper sanitizers. 

 

45 Sanitize your hands when leaving the room. 

 

Drop Team 
 

46 All drop team members will ensure to 

 

46.1 Facial mask is on (2 sets will be provided by Chances RimRock) if proper social 

distancing cannot be maintained. 

 

46.2 Sanitize your hands prior to the pull 

 

46.3 Gloves are on (will be provided by Chances RimRock) 

 

46.4 Sanitizer cart handles and touch points before and after the pull 

 

46.5 Dispose of gloves in provided bins 

 

46.6 Sanitize your hands before leaving the slot floor. 

 

Slot Attendant/Slot Supervisor 
 

47 Cleaning 

 

47.1 Mild detergents and soft lint free or polyester cloths are best to use so as not to 

damage any of the EGM surfaces. Ensure your cleaning product is bleach free, 

ammonia free and contains no acetone. Acetone can destroy electronic traces and 
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solder points and thus could cause system failure if it got into the cabinet. Avoid 

products that use citrus as an ingredient. 

 

47.2 Mild low suds detergents diluted in water 

 

48 Disinfecting 

 

48.1 For most electronic equipment, use an alcohol based solution and follow the 

instructions. Most disinfectants must be left to sit and dry to disinfect properly. 

Spray the solution into a lint-free cloth or polyester wipe and apply to surfaces and 

let air dry, do not wipe dry. Follow the manufacturers’ instructions for use and 

contact time. Contact times can vary from 1 minute to 10 minutes.  

 

48.2  Do not use bleach, diluted or otherwise on slot equipment as it can damage the 

EGM 

 

49 Isopropyl Alcohol 70% solution  

    

49.1 For cleaning and disinfecting glass surfaces and video button panels/decks with 

glass surface  

 

49.2 Non-alcohol base cleaners (use for almost all other non-electronic surfaces): 

 

49.3 No Bleach and No Ammonia 

 

49.4 Clorox, Lysol or similar brand disinfecting spray  

 

49.5 Spray disinfectants must be sprayed into a soft lint-free or polyester cloth before 

application 

 

49.6 Peroxide multi-surface disinfectant cleaner or Clorox, Lysol or similar brand 

disinfecting wipe   

 

49.7.1 Caution 

 

49.7.2 Care must be taken not to allow excess liquid to pool at the bottom of      

touchscreen monitors 

 

49.7.3 It is imperative that disinfecting liquids do not penetrate creases and openings 

 

 

50 All Slot Attendants will ensure to 

 

50.1 Wash your hands when first arriving to work 
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50.2 Facial mask is on (2 sets will be provided by Chances RimRock) 

 

50.3 Sanitize your hands when entering the slot floor 

 

50.4 Sanitize any shared tools needed for the job 

 

50.5 Sanitize all slot machines at the start of your shift using Peroxide multi-surface 

cleaner and provided cloths. 

 

50.6 The following areas are high touch areas, ordered from typically most touched to 

least touched. Typically, all areas of and around the player button panel or deck 

should be considered high touch points as well as lock and latches. Main screens or 

the bottom half of portrait monitors are also necessary to disinfect as a lot or players 

use touch screens to access player accounts, game help, or just like to touch and rub 

for luck. 

 

50.7 Ensure all parts of an EGM are cleaned and disinfected to protect players and staff. 

 

43.6.1 Button Panels and Bash Button (SPIN or REBET Buttons) 

Button panels can consist of physical buttons, an LCD panel, or a       

combination of both. 

 

43.6.2 Button Panel Edge 

 

43.6.3 Player tracking module (Card Reader and small LCD) 

 

43.6.4 Main Monitor 

Most EGMs have a main monitor and a top monitor, however newer product   

typically has a single large Portrait monitor as shown to the right 

 

43.6.5 Locks and Latches 

 

43.6.6 Bill Entry Bezel 

 

43.6.7 Ticket Printer Out Bezel 

 

43.6.8 Pull Handle (if installed- not all EGMs have one) 

 

43.6.9 Top Monitor if present 

 

43.6.10 Cabinet Edges/Frame 
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50.8 Sanitize all slot machines when a customer has finished playing.  Change your cloth 

every hour, or more often if its busy and put into designated bin. 

 

50.9 Sanitize your hands when leaving the slot floor 

 

51 Gloves will be provided for all staff that request them.  

 

Security 
 

52 General 

52.1 All Security Officers will be issued at least 2 non-medical, reusable masks and 

nitrile   gloves as needed. Access to N-95 masks is available for use in any high-risk 

situation where COVID-19 infection is suspected, or first-aid is being administered. 

 

52.2 No Security Officer may report to work if they have any symptoms of COVID-19 

unless cleared by a doctor. 

 

52.3 Hands are to be washed upon arrival at work and sanitized or washed frequently 

during shift. 

 

53 Gaming Floor 

 

46.1 Security Officers are to wear a non-medical face mask at all times when on the 

gaming   floor. 

 

   46.2 Social distancing of 6’ from patrons and other staff is to be maintained whenever   

possible. 

 

54 Back of House 

            47.1 In secure areas where social distancing from gaming staff members is difficult (cash 

cage, count room), a non-medical face mask must be worn. 

47.2 Hands are to be sanitized prior to, and upon leaving secure back of house areas. 

55 Security Podium 

 

55.1 Only one Security Officer is to use the podium and iKiosk station at a time with 

keyboard and surrounding area wiped down with disinfectant between users. 
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55.2 Whenever identification is requested, the patron will hold their ID up to the 

Plexiglass barrier for inspection. If identification needs to be scanned into iKiosk, a 

disposable glove will be worn, or hands will be disinfected prior to and after 

handling ID. 

 

56 Security office/surveillance room 

 

56.1 Only one Security Officer is to be in the office at a time whenever possible. If 2     

officers are in the office, social distancing should be maintained. 

 

56.2 Security Officers are responsible for keeping office clean and sanitized at all times. 

 

56.3 Keyboard/mouse and other surfaces touched are to be wiped down with disinfectant 

prior to leaving the office. 

 

56.4 All keys, radios, and wires are to be wiped down with disinfectant prior to being put 

away so they are clean for the next user. 

 

56.5 Whenever a gaming staff member enters security office for keys and equipment, 

social distancing is to be maintained. 

 

57 Voluntary Self-Exclusions 

 

57.1 VSE’s will continue to be conducted with patrons in the security office. 

 

57.2 Both patron and Security Officer will wear non-medical face masks during the 

application process except when patron photos are taken. 

 

57.3 Social distancing of at least 6’ will be maintained during application process. 

 

57.4 All surfaces used will be sanitized after application procedure is completed and 

patron had been escorted from the building. 

 

58 Lost and Found 

 

58.1 All Lost and found items are to be sanitized, if possible, prior tp being logged in   

and stored. 

 

51.2 Any item that is not able to be sanitized is to be stored in a plastic bag prior to 

storage. 
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A Special Note about our Facility: 

Thorough Cleaning & Sanitizing protocols are in place.  

Signage (hand washing, directional signage, maintaining social distance, directional, sanitizing 

before entering, directional to avoid crossovers, to stay home if you are sick) is in place. 

Have added additional sanitizing for easy access to our guests and staff members. 

Reduced seating capacity by removing tables, chairs, blocking certain tables so social distancing 

can be easily maintained in our 21000 sq feet facility.  

Information about Employees, Deliveries and One member of in-house dining party will be 

logged. 

Additional Janitorial team members will be in place to maintain a clean and safe environment.  

 

 

 

A Special Note about our Personnel: 

A small crew has been working hard in maintaining and sanitizing our facility during this shut 

down period.  

Reopening will be with a smaller crew to maintain social distancing.  

Take out option will be our focus during this period, all take outs will be picked up through our 

patio door.  

All returning employees will be provided with 2 sets of cloth masks.  

Additional cleaning material, including sanitizers are now available for our staff members.  

All crews to be debriefed with the new opening, closing, sanitizing and social distancing 

procedures.  

New Cleaning and Sanitizing policies in place.  

Work Safe BC Covid 19 Safety Plan in place and implemented.  

 

 

 


